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ABSTRACT: In the brain and central nervous system, dopamine plays a
crucial role as a neurotransmitter or a local chemical messenger for
interneuronal communication. Dopamine is associated with renal,
hormonal, and cardiovascular systems. Additionally, dopamine dysfunc-
tion is known to cause serious illnesses, such as Parkinson’s disease and
Alzheimer’s disease. Therefore, dopamine detection is essential for
medical diagnosis and disease prevention and requires a novel strategy
with high sensitivity and selectivity and a rapid response. Herein, we
present a novel human dopamine receptor (hDRD1)-conjugated
multidimensional conducting polymer nanofiber (NF) membrane for
the selective and sensitive detection of dopamine. The membrane, which consists of multidimensional carboxylated poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) (MCPEDOT) NFs with nanorods, is used as a transistor in a liquid-ion gated field-effect transistor
(FET)-based biosensor. Interestingly, hDRD1 is first expressed in Escherichia coli before it is immobilized onto the MCPEDOT
NF. The hDRD1−MCPEDOT NF-based FET exhibits a rapid real-time response (<2 s) with high dopamine selectivity and
sensitivity performance (approximately 100 fM). Furthermore, this FET device can be integrated into a poly(dimethylsiloxane)-
based microfluidic system and also can retain its high performance in the integrated system, which results in the generation of
large-scale dopamine biosensors with a novel geometry.
KEYWORDS: multidimensional nanostructures, conducting polymers, human dopamine receptor, dopamine sensor,
protein-based biosensor, microfluidic FET system
■ INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of dopamine (DA) in the late 1950s, its
function has been studied in a variety of systems.1 DA is able to
affect brain function and the central nervous system in its
capacity as a catecholamine neurotransmitter. It also influences
renal, hormonal, and cardiovascular systems.2,3 DA has been
implicated in several diseases, including Parkinson’s disease,
schizophrenia, and Huntington’s disease, and DA detection is
therefore essential for early diagnosis and treatment of these
diseases.1,4,5 Various detection techniques have been developed,
such as high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC),
mass spectroscopy, and spectrophotometry.6−9 However,
although these techniques can detect DA, they are limited by
their high cost, low sensitivity, and variable label response.
Electrochemical sensors based on organic and inorganic
electrodes have also been introduced for DA analysis, but
they showed low sensitivity.10−19 In our previous work, we
designed an hDRD1-containing nanovesicle for DA detection.
However, this also had limitations such as low sensitivity and
slow response time because the nanovesicle-based biosensor
operated through an indirect DA detection mechanism via
calcium influx.20 Therefore, a new generation of DA detectors
must be developed.
Recently, field-effect transistor (FET)-based biosensors have
gained attention due to their low cost, easy operation, fast
response, label-free operation, and high sensitivity.21−23
However, further enhancements are required to obtain a
biosensor geometry that provides high performance and
exhibits improved sensitivity and selectivity.20 For example,
although Lin et al. demonstrated highly sensitive biosensors
based on polysilicon nanowire FET, the selectivity would have a
limitation because of chemical probe.23 To achieve these goals,
several factors should be considered, these include increasing
the surface area for enhanced interactions and using gate-
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potential modulators to enable selective responses.20,24 To
increase the surface area, several nanomaterials have been
developed, including one-dimensional (1D) conducting poly-
mer (CP) nanomaterials with unique electrical and physical
properties.25−29 Interestingly, manipulating the morphology of
CP nanomaterials, particularly multidimensional CP nanoma-
terials, has increased the surface area and improved the
functionality of these nanomaterials.30,31 We previously
developed a multidimensional CP nanomaterial-based toxic
gas sensor system, and we demonstrated that increasing the
surface area improved the sensing performance.24,32 Therefore,
using multidimensional CP nanomaterials in biosensing
systems, especially for DA detection, may provide high-
performance sensing.
In addition, we have emphasized the importance of using a
gate modulator for highly selective and rapid real-time
response.20 We previously demonstrated an application of
high-performance FET systems by combining conductive
nanomaterials as the signal transducers and G protein-coupled
receptors (GPCRs) as the recognition elements.33−35 GPCRs
play a central role in the physiological functions of mammalian
organisms in hormonal, neuronal, and sensory signaling
processes.36−38 We successfully achieved the overexpression
of GPCRs in a bacterial expression system,39,40 which has the
advantage of simplicity, convenience, low cost, and high
productivity.40 In addition, GPCRs interact with their counter-
part molecules in a highly selective and sensitive manner,
providing substantial benefits as gate modulators in recognition
systems.41−43 The DA receptor, a member of the GPCR
superfamily, selectively binds to DA in mixtures.36,37 Therefore,
the combination of DA receptors and multidimensional CP
nanostructures is an ideal approach for improving the FET
system for DA detection, and it can provide information to
support DA-related medical diagnosis and disease prevention.
In this study, we report a novel liquid ion-gated FET system
with a dopamine receptor-conjugated multidimensional CP
nanofiber membrane that exhibits a selective and sensitive
response to DA. A multidimensional carboxylated poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) (MCPEDOT) nanofiber (NF) with a
nanorod (NR) membrane was fabricated and integrated as a
transducer into a liquid-ion gated FET system. Human
dopamine receptor (hDRD1: DR) was successfully expressed
in Escherichia coli and purified, and its amine groups were
chemically immobilized to the carboxyl groups of the
MCPEDOT NF membrane. The DR-MCPEDOT NF in the
FET system demonstrated excellent real-time responses with
high selectivity and sensitivity for DA detection. The minimum
detectable level (MDL) for DA was approximately 100 fM, and
this sensitivity is approximately 2 times greater than that of our
previous biosensor for DA detection. Our biological application
of multidimensional CP nanofibers will improve the perform-
ance of biosensing systems.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. 3,4-Ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT), 2,3-dihydro-
thieno(3,4-b)[1,4]dioxine-2-carboxylic acid (COOH-EDOT), poly-
(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA Mw = 350 000, Aldrich), dimethyl-
formamide (DMF), and 4-(4,6-dimethoxy-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)-4-methyl-
morpholinium chloride (DMT-MM) were obtained from Sigma-
Aldrich.
Preparation of the PMMA NF Template. First, PMMA was
dissolved in DMF for 12 h at 70−80 °C. The PMMA NFs were
fabricated from the PMMA/DMF solution by an electrospinning
process. Specifically, the electrospun PMMA NFs were fabricated
through a needle, which is made of stainless steel, with 22 gauge
supplied by a portable dc power source (Nano NC 60 kV/2 mA).
Continuous injection was conducted by a syringe pump (Kd
Scientific) at a rate of 10 μm min−1. To collect PMMA NFs on a
cellulose substrate, the stainless needle was supplied with a high
voltage output of 12 kV and connected to a grounded collector that
was 15 cm away from the needle.24
Fabrication of the Pristine Carboxylated Poly(3,4-ethyl-
enedioxythiophene) (CPEDOT) NFs and MCPEDOT NFs on the
PMMA NF Template. To fabricate multidimensional conducting
polymer nanofibers, first, a ferric chloride, as an initiator, (FeCl3,
Aldrich)/methanol solution (40 mL) was absorbed onto the surface of
the resulting PMMA NFs. After vacuum drying, the nanofibers with
the adsorbed ferric chloride were transferred to a homemade pressure-
controlled glass chamber. Subsequently, liquid monomers (EDOT or
an EDOT/carboxylated EDOT ([EDOT]/[COOH-EDOT] = 4/1)
mixture) were inserted under a controlled temperature and pressure,
which resulted in the fabrication of pristine CPEDOT NFs surfaces (at
90 °C and 1 Torr) and MCPEDOT NFs with nanorods (at 60 °C and
760 Torr) after 4 h.30,44 The final dimensions of the MCPEDOT NFs
and CPEDOT NFs membranes were approximately 12 mm × 12 mm
× 25 μm (in length, width, and height).
Covalent DR Attachment on the Surface of NFs Grown on
the Membrane. A similar procedure for covalently binding of the DR
to the nanomaterials was introduced in our previous report.27,45
Specifically, the microelectrode glass substrate was modified with
amine groups (−NH2) by an overnight treatment with 10 wt % (3-
aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane solution. The carboxylic groups
(−COOH) of surface of the MCPEDOT NFs were reacted with the
amine groups of the microelectrode substrate using a condensing
reagent, 1 wt % 4-(4,6-dimethoxy-1,3,5-trizin-2-yl)-4-methyl-
morpholinium chloride (DMT-MM) aqueous solution, for 12 h.
Continuously, the carboxylic groups on the opposite side of the
membranes were covalently connected to the amine groups of DR by
1 wt % DMT-MM solution for 6 h, which resulted in strong amide
covalent bonding (−CONH−) between the DR and MCPEDOT
NFs.
Fabrication of the Electrodes. A positive photoresist (AZ5214,
Clariant Corp.) was coated onto a glass wafer by spin-coater, and
patterns were formed via ultraviolet (UV) exposure through a high-
resolution film mask, followed by image reversal and development.
The source and drain electrodes (Cr/Au, 20 nm/200 nm, respectively)
were deposited by thermal evaporation followed by a lift-off process.
Fabrication of the Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)-Based
Microfluidic Channel. The microchannel was fabricated using a
standard soft lithography method and replica molding techniques.42
First, a negative photoresist (SU-8 2075, MicroChem Corp.) was
coated onto a silicon wafer using a spin-coater and then soft baked.
The microchannel pattern was formed via UV exposure through a
high-resolution film mask. A master mold was prepared using
postexposure baking and development. PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow-
Corning) and a curing agent were mixed according to a fixed ratio
(10:1). A degassing process was progressed to remove air bubbles
from the PDMS mixture. The silicon master was inserted into the
mixture and baked in an oven. The cured PDMS mixture was peeled
from the master mold, and inlet and outlet reservoirs were formed by
punching holes into the PDMS. The PDMS was cleaned using oxygen
plasma and bonded to the glass containing the source and drain
electrodes and the DR MCPEDOT NF membrane.
Sensing Tests. The real-time response was obtained from
electrical signals that were measured with a Keithley 2612A
SourceMeter connected to a probe station (MS-TECH, MODEL
4000). The current change was normalized according to the equation
ΔI/I0 = (I − I0)/I0, where I0 and I indicate the initial and measured
real-time currents, respectively.
Cloning the hDRD1 Gene. The hDRD1 genes (GenBank
accession No. NC000005.9) were amplified by polymerase chain
reaction (PCR). The amplified PCR product was inserted into
pENTR/D-TOPO (Invitrogen). Then, the hDRD1 genes of pENTR/
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D-TOPO were inserted into a pDEST15 vector (Invitrogen) using an
LR Clonase-based recombination reaction.
Preparation of the HDRD1 Protein Using E. coli. The
constructed pDEST15/GST-tag/hDRD1 vector was transformed
into E. coli BL21(DE3). The hDRD1 expression was induced by
adding 0.5 mM isopropyl β-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG). After the cells
were collected by centrifugation at 4 °C and 7000g for 20 min, the
cells were disrupted by sonication. To collect the insoluble fraction
containing cell debris and inclusion bodies, the centrifugation process
was performed with the above-mentioned conditions. The desired
fraction was resuspended in PBS and treated with 5% Triton X-100 to
solubilize the impurities. The fraction was then recollected after
centrifugation (4 °C, 7000g, 20 min), resuspended in PBS, and stored
at −80 °C. The hDRD1 expression was analyzed by Western blot
analysis using mouse anti-GST (Santa Cruz Biotechnology).
Fluorescence Images. DRs were labeled with Alexa Fluor488
sulfodichlorophenol esters (Alexa Fluor488-5-SDP ester, Invitrogen)
according to the manufacture’s protocol. The DRs (2 mg/mL) were
mixed with the Alexa Fluor488-5-SDP ester (0.25 mg) for labeling
reaction of amine groups in PBS buffer containing 0.1 M sodium
bicarbonate. Then, labeled DRs were attached MCPEDOT NFs using
1 wt % DMT-MM solution for 12 h. After MCPEDOT NFs were
washed with PBS to remove unreacted labeling reagent and DRs,
fluorescence signal was monitored using a microscope (TE300,
Nikon).
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Previously, we synthesized multidimensional nanostructures
with poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) as transis-
tors for chemiresistive sensor applications.24,30,32 The MCPE-
DOT NFs with a NR membrane were fabricated using vapor
deposition polymerization (VDP) and transferred to the FET
substrate. The FET substrate was functionalized by the addition
of carboxyl groups using a mixture of the carboxylated EDOT
monomer and a regular EDOT monomer, and it was stored in
the glass container and maintained at a controlled temperature
and atmospheric pressure. The resulting MCPEDOT NF
membranes were fabricated through VDP on the surface of the
template PMMA NFs. Figure 1 illustrates the method of
fabricating MCPEDOT NF membranes and the field-emission
scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) images of both the
PMMA template and the membrane, which showed that the
PMMA diameter was approximately 60 nm (Figure 1a), and the
shell thickness increased after the formation of MCPEDOT on
the PMMA template (Figure 1b, MCPEDOT NFs are
approximately 100 nm in diameter). Moreover, the color of
the membrane was changed after VDP: the upper image on the
right side of Figure 1 represents the PMMA template, and the
image below represents the CPEDOT/PMMA nanofiber
membrane.
The MCPEDOT NFs were successfully transferred on the
glass electrodes to demonstrate the FET-based biosensor
geometry. Interestingly, the NRs were grown on the surface
of the smooth CPEDOT NFs, which resulted in a larger surface
area than that of conventional 1D nanostructures (Figure S1).
The DR was expressed in E. coli using methods similar to those
used to produce other GPCRs, as described previously.20,26,38
The molecular weight of the DR was confirmed using Western
blot analysis with an anti-GST antibody (Figure 2a). The DR
was covalently attached to the surface of the MCPEDOT NFs
by a chemical reaction between the carboxyl (−COOH) group
of MCPEDOT NFs and the amine (−NH2) group of the DR.
Figures 2b and 2c are typical FE-SEM images of the FET
sensor platform of MCPEDOT NFs (b) without and (c) with
DR. The energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) were also
observed to confirm chemical compositions of MCPEDOT
NFs and smooth CPEDOT NFs (Table S1). Both of
membranes showed similar chemical compositions after
conducting polymer deposition. Moreover, the DR attachment
on the MCPEDOT NFs was characterized by fluorescence
images, as shown Figures 2d and 2e. The FE-SEM analysis
indicated that the surface of the MCPEDOT NFs became
rougher after the introduction of the DR. Immobilizing the DR
onto the surface is advantageous due to the physical stability of
the DR in the liquid phase and its efficient electron pathway for
the FET transistor.
To evaluate the electrical properties associated with the
geometry of this DR-MCPEDOT NF sensor, we measured the
current−voltage (I−V) curves of the DR-MCPEDOT NFs on
the electrodes. As shown in Figure 3a, linear I−V curves were
obtained over a range of −0.5 and +0.5 V before and after the
immobilization of DRs on the surface of MCPEDOT NFs,
which indicates that a highly stable ohmic contact was
preserved after introduction of the DRs. These results suggest
that the transducer with the DR-MCPEDOT NF membrane
could provide a reliable electrical signal due to detection of the
analytes. To investigate the possibility of transducing the signal
with the DR-MCPEDOT NFs, the liquid-ion gated FET system
was designed using the DR-MCPEDOT NFs as the channels.
PBS (pH 7.4) was used as the electrolyte to enable the efficient
control of the gate (Figure 3b). Generally, the environmental
stability of the transducer is a highly important factor in the
construction of biosensing systems because of the liquid state of
the analytes. The significant binding event between the
transducer and target analytes occurs in a liquid environment;
thus, high-performance biosensors require stable electrical
properties in the liquid state. Therefore, in this study, we
introduced the FET system, which consists of a liquid-ion gate
with PBS, for real-time DA detection. Liquid-ion gates provides
two primary advantages for biosensors: first, they enable the
formation of a substantial contact area on the surface of the
DR-MCPEDOT NFs through a fixed gating electrode, and
second, they enable amplifying the current of the binding
responses from the biosensors. Figure 3c displays the output
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the fabrication of the MCPEDOT
NF membrane by electrospinning and vapor deposition polymer-
ization. FE-SEM images of (a) the PMMA template and (b) the
MCPEDOT NF membrane.
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characteristics of the liquid-ion gated FET device with the DR-
MCPEDOT NF membrane at ambient temperature. The
negatively increasing gate voltages lead to an increasing drain-
to-source current (Ids) because a negative charge applied on the
surface of the DR-MCPEDOT NF changes the state of the
intrinsic oxidation level in the CP chains. The results in Figure
3c show that the liquid-ion gated FET system with DR-
MCPEDOT NF has a clearly defined p-type transistor
characteristic with holes as the primary charge carrier.
Therefore, we can monitor the binding events at different DA
concentrations by measuring real-time changes in the current of
the DR-MCPEDOT NF FET biosensor under controlled gate
voltages.
In previous works,24,32,46 important parameters, including the
thickness, types of nanomaterials on the surface, nanomaterial
density, and alignment of the NFs, were used to design high-
performance FET biosensors with membrane NFs. In this
work, the effect of the surface dimension of the MCPEDOT
NF membrane was investigated because the capacity of the
surface for DR attachment is the most important factor that
determines the performance. Figure 4a shows the real-time
responses of liquid-ion gated FETs fabricated using DA-
MCPEDOT NF membranes with different surface dimensions.
The sensitivity increased as the surface area of the membrane
increased because of the increased surface capacity for DR
attachment.24 In further experiments, an MCPEDOT NF
membrane with dimensions of 12 mm × 12 mm × 25 μm
(length, width, and height, respectively) was fixed because the
sample loading size of the homemade electrodes had a
maximum width of 12 mm.
The FET-based DA biosensor showed a highly rapid,
sensitive, and selective real-time response toward DA. To
demonstrate the sensing capability of the DR-MCPEDOT NF-
based FET-type DA biosensor in a liquid environment (PBS),
the dependence of the change in Ids the DA concentrations was
monitored at fixed values of Vds = −50 mV and Vg = −50 mV.
The DRs immobilized on the surface of the MCPEDOT NF
selectively bind DA, which induces electrical changes due to the
rearrangement of DR on the MCPEDOT NFs substrate. The
interactions between DA and the DRs can indirectly affect the
charge carrier density on the surface of the MCPEDOT NFs.
The real-time responses from the FET DA biosensors was
continuously monitored while the DA concentration was
increased (Figure 4b). In the two different FET-based
biosensors based on DR-MCPEDOT NF and DR-CPEDOT
Figure 2. (a) Western blot analysis of purified DR (hDRD1) using an anti-GST antibody. Typical FE-SEM images of MCPEDOT membranes: (b)
pristine MCPEDOT NFs and (c) dopamine-receptor conjugated MCPEDOT NFs. The insets are schematic illustrations of MCPEDOT NFs with
and without dopamine receptors. Fluorescence images of (d) MCPEDOT NF membrane and (e) MCPEDOT NF membrane with Alexa Fluor488-
labeled DR.
Figure 3. (a) Current−voltage (I−V) curves of MCPDOT NFs on the
glass electrode before (red line) and after (blue line) the introduction
of DRs (V scan rate = 10 mV s−1). (b) Schematic diagram of a liquid-
ion gated FET dopamine biosensor using DR MCPEDOT NF
membrane (Vg: gate voltage; S: source electrode; and D: drain
electrode). (c) Ids−Vds output characteristics of DR-MCPEDOT NF
membrane FET geometry at different Vg from −0.1 to −0.8 V in steps
of −0.1 V (Vds: 0 to −0.5 V in a step of −50 mV).
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NF membranes, Ids increased as the DA concentrations
increased. This is caused by the accumulation of hole-type
charge carriers during the DR-DA rearrangement. Specifically,
the negative charges near the DR-MCPEDOT NF surface are
generated by the specific binding event between DR and DA,
resulting in the indirect gating effect for the MCPEDOT NF
transistor. Consequently, the hole-charge carriers accumulate as
the DA concentration increases, which results in the
modulation of the current. In addition, the MDL of DR-
MCPEDOT NFs was 10 times higher than that of the DR-
CPEDOT because of the larger surface areas. In the control
experiment, no significant signals were obtained from pristine
CPEDOT NFs using this sensing mechanism. This DR-
MCPEDOT NF FET biosensor provides excellent sensing
performance with respect to its sensitivity, as demonstrated by
an MDL of approximately 100 fM, which is an increase of
nearly 2 orders of magnitude compared to that of the previous
DA biosensing system (our previous biosensor was a
nanovesicle-containing hDRD1-based FET system, which was
indirectly controlled by calcium influx).20 More interestingly,
the response time of the FET-based DA biosensor to DA was
less than 1 s because the signaling transfer time of DR in a
neuron is less than 1 s. The stability time and recovery time
were ca. 25 s and ca. 50 s, respectively.
To determine the relationship between the DA sensing
property and the multidimensional nanostructure with an
increased surface areas, the dose−response curves were
characterized using the normalized values of the current change
values, as shown in Figure 4c. Compared with the DR-
CPEDOT NFs, the DR-MCPEDOT NFs have higher half-
maximal responses (EC50 at 2.47 pM) to DA (Figure 4b).
Moreover, the equilibrium constant K can be calculated by the
Langmuir isotherm model: KDR‑MCPEDOTNFs (4.474 × 10
14 M−1)
was higher than KDR‑CPEDOTNFs (1.127 × 10
14 M−1), which
indicates greater sensitivity for DA detection. To evaluate the
selectivity of the biosensors, control samples were prepared
with neurotransmitters and precursors. In Figure 4d, the FET-
type DA biosensor shows a highly selective response for control
samples with similar structures. There were no significant
changes in Ids when 1 mM norepinephrine, 1 mM serotonin,
and 1 mM phenethylamine were injected, while a current (Ids)
change was observed when the 100 fM DA sample was injected.
Based on those results, the DR-MCPEDOT NF membrane can
be used as a high-performance DA biosensor.
Microfluidic systems have numerous advantages, such as low
sample consumption and reagent cost, and they facilitate
precise analysis through automatic control of the flow through
the system. Therefore, these system have been used for a wide
range of applications, including the detection of chemical
species.8,42 To exploit the above advantages, a DR-MCPEDOT
NF membrane-based FET system was integrated with a PDMS-
based microfluidic system (Figure 5a,b and Figure S2). First, a
PBS buffer solution was used to obtain a baseline flow rate of 1
μL min−1. A constant source-drain bias of Vds = −10 mV and a
constant gate bias of Vg = 0 V were applied until the initial
current required to obtain the baseline was stabilized. Next, 100
fM and 1 nM DA solutions were injected at a flow rate of 1 μL
min−1. Figure 5c shows the change in the current of the DR-
MCPEDOT NF membrane in the fluidic system at the fixed
values of Vg and Vds. As the DA solution was injected into the
microfluidic system, the current gradually increased. Further-
more, a larger change in current was observed when a high-
concentration DA solution was injected into the microchannel.
These results indicate that solution leakage did not occur in the
system, and they further show that the sensing behavior of the
DR-MCPEDOT NF membrane in the microfluidic system is
similar to that of the DR-MCPEDOT NF membrane
surrounded by a stagnant electrolyte.
Figure 4. (a) Real-time responses of DR-MCPEDOT NF1, NF2, and
NF3 with various surface dimensions (length, width, and height,
respectively: 12 mm × 12 mm × 25 μm, MCPEDOT NF1; 12 mm ×
8 mm × 25 μm; MCPEDOT NF2; and 12 mm × 4 mm × 25 μm;
MCPEDOT NF3) for dopamine concentration of 100 fM. (b) Sensing
performance of liquid ion-gated FET dopamine biosensors with DR-
MCPEDOT NFs, DR-CPEDOT NFs, and CPEDOT NFs for
dopamine concentrations from 100 fM to 1 nM at Vds = −10 mV
(ΔI/I0 = (I − I0)/I0, where I0 is the initial current and I is the
instantaneous current). (c) Calibration curves of the dopamine
biosensors from (b). (d) DA selectivity of DR-MCPEDOT NFs.
Figure 5. (a) Schematic illustration of the fluidic FET-type DA
biosensor with DR-MCPEDOT NFs. (b) Photography of the
microfluidic system with the integrated of FET geometry and
PDMS microchannel. (c) Ids responses of the DR-MCPEDOT NFs
in the microfluidic system for the dopamine concentrations range from
100 fM to 1 nM (Vds = −10 mV).
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■ CONCLUSION
In summary, we demonstrated that a DR-conjugated multi-
dimensional conducting polymer nanofiber membrane can be
used as a biosensor to detect dopamine molecules. The DR was
successfully expressed in E. coli and integrated into the
MCPEDOT NF membrane-based FET system by covalent
bonding. This system exhibited a real-time response to DA
along with high sensitivity and selectivity: the MDL of the
system was approximately 100 fM for DA detection, which
indicates that this level of sensitivity can be achieved by the
combination of DRs and the MCPEDOT NF membrane. The
MCPEDOT NF membrane provide a large surface area for
functionalization and enhanced the sensing performance, which
is based on the selectivity and sensitivity of DR. The system can
be used as a portable, inexpensive tool for medical diagnosis
and the evaluation of drug efficacy.
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